
For each week in the month of April, find a 
way to be generous to someone by 
sharing a meal, a cup of co�ee, a treat, 
etc. Do what you are financially able to do, 
but intentionally stretch yourself. Use this 
time to get to know someone who is not a 
believer in an intentional way. You can 
prepare topic ideas, but let the 
conversation flow where it needs to. Make 
the time about getting to know them and 
sharing the gospel.

MONTHLY CHALLENGE:

“O�er hospitality to one 
another without grumbling.” 
1 Peter 4:9

HOSPITALITY
CHALLENGE: Share a meal, cup of co�ee, or treat with someone

Use the space in the calendar to notate who 
and when you met up with someone that 
week. You can use this as an accountability 
tool for yourself as well as a way to look 
back on your year of #LiveOutward. 
If you need help learning how to share your 
faith in Jesus, text SHARE to 89449.
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Week 1: Share a meal with a family member or friend

Men’s Worship Night
6:30 pm @ LBC

Tax Day

Week 2: Share a meal with a coworker or classmate

Week 3: Share a meal with a neighbor or someone who lives nearby

Week 4: Share a meal with someone in your community

Week 5: Share a meal with someone new
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5.

I’M PRAYING FOR:

INSPIRATION:
• Who can I invite to dinner to make 

conversation and get to know their story?
• Who can I give a night o� from cooking 

dinner to get to know them? 
• Who can I show appreciation or gratitude 

by way of preparing a meal or taking 
them out to eat?

• How can I use food or co�ee as a vehicle 
for getting to know someone and earning 
the chance to share the gospel?

• Who do I know has a favorite restaurant 
or co�ee shop or meal?

• As I am out and about, can I pay for a 
stranger’s meal and strike up 
conversation? What do they do? Do they 
have a church home?

#liveoutward

Share Jesus
Evangelism Training @
Lenexa Baptist Church

Dwell: Women’s 
Worship Night

6:30 pm @ LBC


